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STEMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR REMIXES 

 
Songs have mastered 24-bit wav stems 

available: lead vocals, electric guitar, bass 
guitar, drums, and backup vocals. 

 
 

In case of emergency: ascendentsmusic@gmail.com 
  

Performed by The Ascendents:  
Kyle Keith / Timmy Clark / Josh Drennan 
band@ascendentsmusic.com 
 
Recording, mixing, and master engineering by Kyle Keith  
at Ascendents Studios 
studios@ascendentsmusic.com 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Album produced by Kyle Keith  
as Ascendents Records/Productions 
productions@ascendentsmusic.com 
 
For The Ascendents band professional contacts: 
https://ascendentsmusic.com/contacts 
 
Released by Ascendents Records/Productions 
Distributed by CD Baby 
Publishing collected by:  
Songtrust Blvd (BMI #615755145 100%) 
Original Publisher:  
Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing (BMI #898238376) 
publishing@ascendentsmusic.com 
 

 
 
Music and lyrics for all songs by Ascendents Productions: 
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Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
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CD ART RING:  
 
Music and lyrics for all songs written 
by Clark, Drennan, Keith (BMI) ©℗ 2020 
Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
(BMI #898238376) and Ascendents 
Records/Productions. All rights 
reserved. Made in the U.S.A. 
Unauthorized reproduction prohibited by 
law. Trademarks and logos are 
protected. 
 
CD BACK:  
All songs written/performed by The Ascendents:  Kyle Keith / 
Timmy Clark / Josh Drennan 
Sound recorded, mixed, and mastered by Kyle Keith at 
Ascendents Studios 
Executive Producer: Kyle Keith for Ascendents 
Records/Productions 
ascendentsmusic.com ©℗ 2020 Ascendents Records 
Trademarks and logos are protected. All rights reserved. 
Unauthorized reproduction prohibited by law. Made in the 
U.S.A. 
 
CD INSIDE:  

 
© 2020 Ascendents Corporation, Kyle Keith & The 

Ascendents, Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing (BMI 
898238376) 

 
 

ORIGINAL (EXPLICIT) LYRICS INCLUDED -- radio-edit 
(radio edit), karaoke (sing-along), and instrumental versions 

are made from the original ‘explicit' lyrics. 
 

TRACK LISTING (46:24.648) 
 

1) No School  2) Miss Love  3) 614  
4) Skateboarder  5) Because  

6) Clients  7) Summer  8) FPS  
9) Too Late  10) Anti-Lovesong  
11) Stuck With You  12) Again  

13) Society Sucks  14) Guns and Knives 
 

RELEASE VERSIONS 
 

R20TASD-1X - original mixes [explicit] 
R20TASD-1C - radio-edits [clean] 

R20TASD-1K - karaoke "sing-along" versions* 
R20TASD-1N - instrumental versions* 

 
*contact us for karaoke and instrumental versions 

UPC CODES 
R20TASD-1X 194660906007 
R20TASD-1C 194660934222 

 
ALBUM DESCRIPTION 

Sex, Drugs, and Rock N Roll is a masterpiece 
containing fourteen all-original songs. Written while 
ascending to the top by Kyle Keith, he and other Ascendents 
band-members, Timmy Clark and Josh Drennan, helped the 
songs survive struggles beyond the controversial pressures 
of modern society to make a basic grand statement about 
lightening up. Its finished production is a testament to the 
music's strength. The sound is made from decades of 
accumulated adaptations with countless musical dimensions. 
 

 
R20TASD-1X-COVER 

 

 
R20TASD-1X-CDART 

 
R20TASD-1X-CASE 

 
MORE/OTHER VERSION ARTWORK AT: 

ascendentsmusic.com/ar_artAll.php?ar_search=r20tasd 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000001 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000101 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000201 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000301 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928217544-4 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30144938 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDNS 
AR sound recording: S20TASDNS 
Duration: 3:54.468 
Music key: C 
Music tempo: ~165 BPM 
Genre: Rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-20c 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: Timmy Clark 
 
 

No School 
 
Don't feel like getting up 
Don't want to get wrapped up 
Wrong -- no work for me 
Nothing to do, nothing to say 
I am going my own damn way 
That's right -- no work for me 
 
Don't want to be part of your stupid games 
Don't want to feel like I am locked up in chains 
Don't want to feel like I must take the blame 
But I will be laughing when you're suffering in pain 
 
I feel like you are holding me back 
But it is me that keeps myself on track 
Get lost -- no work for me 
It makes me want to run away 
Fear the slightest hint of day 
Help me -- no work for me 
 
Don't want to be part of your stupid games (No) 
Don't want to feel like I am locked up in chains (School) 
Don't want to feel like I must take the blame (No) 
But I will be laughing when you're suffering in pain (Pain) 
 
I feel like you are holding me back 
But it is me that keeps myself on track 
Get lost -- no work for me 
It makes me want to run away 
Fear the slightest hint of day 

Help me -- no work for me 
 
Don't want to be part of your stupid games 
Don't want to feel like I am locked up in chains 
Don't want to feel like I must take the blame 
But I will be laughing when you're suffering in pain (Pain) 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000002 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000202 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000302 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928217546-6 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30144943 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDML 
AR sound recording: S20TASDML 
Duration: 3:56.636 
Music key: A 
Music tempo: ~123 BPM 
Genre: Alternative rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-20 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: Timmy Clark, Josh Drennan 
 
 

Miss Love 
 
My eyes are falling out 
My eyes are falling out 
I kick and scream and shout 
I am looking for you 
My life is hitting ground 
My life is hitting ground 
I kick and scream and shout 
I am looking for you 
 
And then you shoot me in the head 
Why couldn't you have killed yourself instead 
Lead burning in my skull 
And then you left me with hole (Hole) 
Whoa whoa whoa whoa 
 
Burn out than fade away 
Burn out then fade away 
Today is a lovely day 
I am dying (Dying) for you 
I don't want to play 
I don't want to play 
Today is a lovely day 
I am dying (Dying) for you 
 
And then you shoot me in the head 
Why couldn't you have killed yourself instead 
Lead burning in my skull 
And then you left me with hole 
Whoa whoa whoa whoa -- hole 

 
Shoot me in the head 
Shoot me in the head 
Shoot me in the head 
Shoot (Shoot) me in the head (Head) 
Shoot me in the head (Shoot me in the) 
Shoot me in the head (Shoot me in the) 
Shoot me in the head (Shoot me in the) 
Shoot me in the head 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000003 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000203 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000303 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928219204-5 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30158327 
AMP musical composition: M20APSD61 
AR sound recording: S20TASD61 
Duration: 4:28.101 
Music key: F# 
Music tempo: ~142 BPM 
Genre: Rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-21c 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: Timmy Clark 
 
 

614 
 
I feel me dying from the inside 
It's almost the time I feared 
Six months seemed like an eternity 
But I know it didn't seem to near 
 
Long days were right around the corner 
So close to forever with you (With you) 
My alarm is set for six-fourteen 
I don't know where I am headed to 
 
I love you so much (Where I'm headed to) 
What the hell should I do 
Because it's so hard to say goodbye to you 
I don't want to leave you; just stay with me 
 
I promised to follow on our journey 
It felt so right it had to last 
Being dragged into the pit of infinity 
Soon it would have all been in the past 
 
I love you so much 
What the hell should I do 
Because it's so hard to say goodbye to you 
I don't want to leave you; just stay with me 
So hard to say goodbye to you 
I don't want to leave you; just stay with me 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000004 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000104 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000204 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000304 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928219156-4 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30158783 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDSK 
AR sound recording: S20TASDSK 
Duration: 3:40.420 
Music key: G 
Music tempo: ~168 BPM 
Genre: Alternative rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-20 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: Josh Drennan 
 
 

Skateboarder 
 
Who are you to skateboard on my curb 
Maybe you're just too punk rock for me 
With the attitude of an eight-year-old kid 
Listening to Blink-182 constantly 
 
Watch out for me now 
I'm sick of this shit from you 
Go ahead take a bow 
You will get what is in store for you 
 
Why do you keep coming up to my door 
Asking me every ten minutes to skate 
Don't you ever talk to me anymore 
Nevermind -- I am too late 
 
Watch out for me now 
I'm sick of this shit from you 
Go ahead take a bow 
You will get what is in store for you 
 
I appreciate you throwing rocks at my car 
Do you want me to go tell your mom 
Did anybody tell you that you suck at guitar 
And you just think you are da bomb 
 
Watch out for me now 
I'm sick of this shit from you 
Go ahead take a bow 
You will get what is in store for you 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000005 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000105 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000205 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000305 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928217741-7 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30145174 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDBE 
AR sound recording: S20TASDBE 
Duration: 2:45.732 
Music key: C 
Music tempo: ~155 BPM 
Genre: Alternative rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-20f 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: N/A 
 
 
Because 
 
She walks around 
With her head to the ground 
And looks like a loser 
I have known her 
For many years now 
And I think of how things were 
 
Maybe she is just self-conscious 
Of everything she does 
Or perhaps she is just like that 
Because Because Because 
 
It is hard to explain 
But enough to complain 
That she is such a jerk 
Why is she 
Such a bitch to me 
I only want things to work 
 
Maybe she is just self-conscious 
Of everything she does 
Or perhaps she is just like that 
Because Because Because  
 
Maybe she is just self-conscious 
Of everything she does 
Or perhaps she is just like that 
Because Because Because  

 
Who knows what is next 
In store for me 
I bet it isn't good 
Maybe she will 
Go nuke my house 
I guarantee she would 
 
Maybe she is just self-conscious 
Of everything she does 
Or perhaps she is just like that 
Because Because Because 
Because Because Because 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000006 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000106 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000206 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000306 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928217743-9 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30145175 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDCL 
AR sound recording: S20TASDCL 
Duration: 2:42.996 
Music key: E 
Music tempo: ~139 BPM 
Genre: Rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-08-11f 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: N/A 
 
 

Clients 
 
What do they know 
'Cause they say so 
Your mix is funny 
But I still want my money 
Hang your head low 
Use the pay phone 
It makes my mind spin 
And there you are again 
 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
 
Dude you broke his drumsticks 
C'mon his drumsticks 
How could you break them 
And leave his heart aching 
You were the trustee 
Now you disgust me 
And now I think 
What the hell was I thinking 
 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
 
Treat me the way you do 

And be treated the same 
Hey you are someone I want 
To kick in the face with a golf shoe 
You son of a bitch 
You son of a whore 
I can't take your shit anymore 
  
What do they know 
'Cause they say so 
It makes my mind spin 
And there you are again 
Hang your head low 
Use the pay phone 
Your mix is funny 
But I still want my money 
 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
Fucker -- I want my money 
Asshole -- come on and call me 
Now 
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“Records that break records” 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000007 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000207 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000307 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928219159-7 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30158824 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDSU 
AR sound recording: S20TASDSU 
Duration: 3:48.762 
Music key: C 
Music tempo: ~145 BPM 
Genre: Alternative rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-08-11zo 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: N/A 
 
 

Summer 
 
No problems here 
No problems anywhere 
This is the time 
We sleep all day 
And play all night 
 
And as I look into your eyes 
I see games and surprise 
I want you to know 
All the things that I want to show you 
Summertime 
 
Too lazy for jobs 
Instead we walk the streets and dodge the cops 
Summertime is here 
We do the things 
We dreamt all year 
 
And as I look into your eyes 
I see games and surprise 
I want you to know 
All the things that I want to show you 
Summertime 
 
No one around 
No one but me and you 
It's time for bed 
But summer is coming 
Around again 
 

And as I look into your eyes 
I see games and surprise 
I want you to know 
All the things that I want to show you 
Summertime 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000008 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000108 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000208 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000308 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928219162-2 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30158826 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDFP 
AR sound recording: S20TASDFP 
Duration: 1:10.470 
Music key: B 
Music tempo: ~183 BPM 
Genre: Punk rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-19 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: Timmy Clark 
 
 

FPS 
 
(1-2-3-4) 
We had a show coming up 
And we needed a drummer bad 
We didn't pick you by choice 
You're the only choice we had 
 
I hate (Hey) you 
'Cause you suck at drums (You suck) 
You are an idiot 
And you need a job 
 
You are overly serious 
And you stole my extension cord 
My mom was really pissed 
And made me buy a new one (Oh ay ooh) 
 
I hate you 
'Cause you suck at drums 
You are an idiot 
And you need a job 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000009 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000109 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000209 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000309 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928219191-7 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30158838 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDTL 
AR sound recording: S20TASDTL 
Duration: 2:59.246 
Music key: E 
Music tempo: ~161 BPM 
Genre: Alternative rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-20c 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: N/A 
 
 

Too Late 
 
Second time in line I have gone around 
It's time they said it wasn't all for you 
Everything is worse when you're in town 
Can't take this shit what am I supposed to miss 
 
Go and have some fun get off Sunday 
While she is bad you're never as good as her 
Do what you are not what you want 
Can't be upset about who you're supposed to be 
 
You lost but had fun 
It's too late 
 
Break it down 
Oh ay oh 
 
Signing me up for crap I didn't want 
Can't lose their grip they had to get close to me 
Staring down the plan of another one 
If you don't fit you don't belong with this 
 
It's too late 
It's too late 
It's too late 
You're too late 
It's too late 
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Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000010 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000110 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000210 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000310 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928219209-0 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30158921 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDAN 
AR sound recording: S20TASDAN 
Duration: 3:55.135 
Music key: B 
Music tempo: ~137 BPM 
Genre: Rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-20b 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: Timmy Clark 
 
 

Anti-Lovesong ("Anti Lovesong") 
 
The first time I looked at you 
I thought I was in love with you 
But it turns out 
I made a big mistake 
Sometimes I wonder if it makes you mad 
I don't miss the things that we never had 
Why don't you give me back 
My two favorite CDs 
 
Go away 
Leave me alone 
Get out of my life 
And quit being such a ho' 
 
Now that I am free 
I feel great without jealousy 
Because whoever gets you 
Isn't getting anything great 
You took over my life 
Erased all of my friends in sight 
Making it a living hell 
To be with you 
 
Go away 
Leave me alone (Leave me alone)  
Get out of my life 
And quit being such a ho' 
 
What makes you think you're cool 

Do you mistake us for fools 
And what makes you 
Think you are better than me 
I'm the one who brought you up 
And you treat me like some screw up 
Who doesn't do anything 
But make you look bad (Bad) 
 
Go away (Go away) 
And leave me alone (Leave me alone) 
Get out of my life 
And quit being such a ho' 
Go away (Go away) 
And leave me alone (Leave me alone) 
Get out of my life 
And quit being such a ho' 
 
Disappear somehow 
You won't leave me in doubt 
I won't really care 
You are not my baby now 
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“Records that break records” 

Region: OR US 

Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
Josh Drennan (BMI #377350738) 20% 
 
ISRC Codes:  

QZJEP2000011 (original mix) 
QZJEP2000111 (radio edit) 
QZJEP2000211 (karaoke) 
QZJEP2000311 (instrumental) 

ISWC: T-928219219-2 
PRO Code: BMI Work # 30158926 
AMP musical composition: M20APSDST 
AR sound recording: S20TASDST 
Duration: 2:43.196 
Music key: F 
Music tempo: ~185 BPM 
Genre: Alternative rock 
Artist: The Ascendents 
Orig. project: 2018-07-20b 
Lead vocals: Kyle Keith 
Backing vocals: Timmy Clark 
 
 

Stuck With You 
 
You try to drag me all the way 
You make me feel like I am stuck at sea 
Nowhere to look; nowhere to turn 
Why did I choose you; my lesson is learned 
 
It pisses me off when you go to work 
Because you lock me here you stupid jerk 
I cannot move while you are gone 
And when you are here you beat on me a lot 
 
There's no way to make you; there's no way to waste you 
I am not going to miss you, ‘cause I'm stuck with you 
Please take me away 
 
I am getting sick of this crap 
Because I am forced to sit and listen to your rap 
You yell at me when I play guitar 
You tell me in life that I will never get far 
 
There's no way to make you; there's no way to waste you 
I am not going to miss you, ‘cause I'm stuck with you 
No way to make you; there's no way to waste you 
I am not going to miss you, ‘cause I'm stuck with you 
Please take me away 
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Ascendents Records/Productions 
“Records that break records” 

Region: OR US 

Songs by Ascendents Music Publishing 
 (BMI #898238376) 
Music and lyrics: 
Kyle Keith (BMI #837447312) 60% 
Timmy Clark (BMI #377910136) 20% 
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Again 
 
So can you say or will it be 
Me looking stupid right again 
Going to get back, I'm going to get in 
So call me strange or call me weird 
Too lazy to shave, growing my beard 
Going to get back, I'm going to get in 
 
And so you call yourself a friend 
That means friends until the end 
 
Say something nice, not too much ice 
Your spit hits in my eye again 
Going to get back, I'm going to get in 
I washed your car, you broke the door 
You spoke, I'm counting up to four 
Going to get back, I'm going to get in 
 
And so you call yourself a friend 
That means friends until the end 
Don't think you'll see me once again 
Don't think you'll see me once again, again 
 
So can you say or will it be 
Me looking stupid right again 
I am going to get in 
 
Don't think you'll see me once again 
Don't think you'll see me once again, whoa 
Don't think you'll see me once again 
Don't think 

Don't think 
Don't think you'll see me once again 
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Society Sucks 
 
Caused by your government 
Holding you in chains 
Controlling your lives 
And destroying your things 
You made the conspiracy 
You made the day 
You are a hypocrite 
When you say 
 
Society sucks 
 
You sail against the tides of society 
You have no other choice 
You are not very nice 
I suggest you think twice 
 
Society sucks 
Society sucks, yeah 
Society sucks 
Society sucks, yeah 
 
Society 
Society sucks 
 
You sail against the tides of society 
You have no other choice 
You are not very nice 
I suggest you think twice 
 

Society sucks 
Society sucks, yeah 
Society sucks 
Society sucks, yeah 
Society sucks, society is fucked 
Society is fucked, society sucks 
Society is fucked, society sucks 
Society fucking sucks you motherfuckers, yeah 
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Guns and Knives 
 
Girl I love when you're around 
You bring uniqueness to my boring days 
I love when you're around 
You make me feel good in every way 
 
Come back to me 
Come back to me 
Because girls from Oregon 
Don't collect guns and knives 
Come back to me 
Come back to me 
Because girls from Oregon 
Don't collect guns and knives 
 
Girl I thought about you now 
The thought of you is always on my mind 
It makes me say wow 
I'll love this girl until the end of time 
 
Come back to me 
Come back to me 
Because girls from Oregon 
Don't collect guns and knives 
Come back to me 
Come back to me 
Because girls from Oregon 
Don't collect guns and knives 
 
I thought about you now 
The thought of you is always on my mind 

It makes me say wow 
I'll love this girl until the end of time, whoa 
 
Come back to me (Whoa) 
Come back to me (Whoa) 
Because girls from Oregon 
Don't collect guns and knives 
Come back to me 
Come back to me (Whoa) 
Because girls from Oregon 
Don't collect guns and knives 
Knives 
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